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People dedicate significant attention to others’ facial expressions and to deciphering
their meaning. Hence, knowing whether such expressions are genuine or deliberate
is important. Early research proposed that authenticity could be discerned based
on reliable facial muscle activations unique to genuine emotional experiences that
are impossible to produce voluntarily. With an increasing body of research, such
claims may no longer hold up to empirical scrutiny. In this article, expression
authenticity is considered within the context of senders’ ability to produce convincing
facial displays that resemble genuine affect and human decoders’ judgments
of expression authenticity. This includes a discussion of spontaneous vs. posed
expressions, as well as appearance- vs. elicitation-based approaches for defining
emotion recognition accuracy. We further expand on the functional role of facial
displays as neurophysiological states and communicative signals, thereby drawing
upon the encoding-decoding and affect-induction perspectives of emotion expressions.
Theoretical and methodological issues are addressed with the aim to instigate greater
conceptual and operational clarity in future investigations of expression authenticity.
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INTRODUCTION
The accurate recognition of emotions plays a crucial role in communication and social interaction.
Knowing what another person is feeling is relevant for predicting their psychological state, likely
future behavior, and interaction outcome (Hall et al., 2009). However, the advantage of such
knowledge hinges on the emotional displays matching the person’s true underlying affect.
Humans have great control over their facial behavior (Zuckerman et al., 1986; Smith, 2004),
with the ability to produce complex expressions. This implies that not all displays genuinely reflect
a person’s underlying emotional state (Barrett, 2006). Deliberate expressions reflect the strategic
intent of the individual in the absence of felt emotions (Ekman and Rosenberg, 2005). During
social interaction, individuals may consciously regulate and suppress their emotions and portray
expressions of unfelt emotions. This raises the issue of expression authenticity.
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which are facial markers said to activate only during felt affect
and being impossible to voluntarily control (Ekman, 2003).
Under this view, differences between genuine and deliberate
displays exist, and expression authenticity is a function of the
decoder’s perceptual ability and knowledge for making accurate
inferences. While being popular, this view has been criticized
due to its vague conceptualization and lack of empirical support
(Barrett et al., 2019).
According to the affect-induction perspective (Crivelli
and Fridlund, 2018, 2019),3 facial displays function as a
signaling mechanism to communicate one’s emotional states,
motivating corresponding states in the observer (called receivers).
Evolutionary there is no reason why facial expressions and
emotion perception could not have co-evolved as part of a social
signaling system (Izard, 1994; Dezecache et al., 2013). Indeed,
a growing body of evidence suggests that humans are adept at
producing facial expressions for communicative reasons (Smith,
2004). Under this view, the function of emotional displays is
to signal emotional information and intent (i.e., they are not
cryptic “cues” needed to be decoded; Crivelli and Fridlund,
2019). This perspective is not without its limitations. For
instance, there are clear examples of behavior, such as blushing
(Crozier, 2010), which can be used to infer the emotional states
the sender may wish to suppress but is unable to do so. Also,
the perspective does not adequately account for emotional
leakage or solitary reactions (e.g., smiling when alone; but see
Crivelli and Fridlund, 2018).
When synthesized both perspectives are useful for
understanding human expression authenticity judgments.
For instance, the encoding-decoding perspective provides the
foundation for considering genuine (i.e., innate, involuntary
responses) and deliberate (i.e., voluntary, communicative signals)
expressions. It is important to note, though, that the argument for
clear differences in expression authenticity (Ekman et al., 1988)
is neither consistent with empirical investigations (Barrett et al.,
2019) nor reflected in human judgments of facial expressions
(Zloteanu et al., 2020, 2018). First, senders seem to possess the
ability to produce genuine-looking displays of emotion (Surakka
and Hietanen, 1998; Gosselin et al., 2010; Gunnery et al., 2013).
Second, when considering facial expressions as social signals,
as done in the affect-induction perspective, it is possible to
understand why expression authenticity judgments are relatively
poor. In deceptive scenarios, deliberate emotional cues serve
an obvious communicative purpose: they convey an affective
state to an observer which strategically benefits the sender
(maliciously or otherwise).

While people seem capable of recognizing emotions from
specific facial configurations with high accuracy (Calvo and
Nummenmaa, 2015),1 the ability to distinguish the authenticity
of such expressions is much poorer (Ekman and O’Sullivan,
1991; Hess and Kleck, 1994; McLellan et al., 2010). Interestingly,
the reason(s) for this has not been fully determined yet, with
difficulties in explanations partly stemming from disagreements
about the nature of emotions and the function of facial
expressions. Recent propositions have attempted to elucidate
some of the inconsistencies of past research, considering facial
expressions as both innate cues and communicative signals
(Crivelli and Fridlund, 2018; Barrett et al., 2019). Here, we build
on this work, thereby focusing on human expression authenticity
judgments: assessing whether the emotional expression displayed
by another person is a genuine reflection of their underlying
affect. This operational definition is representative of the task
participants typically perform and the instructions they receive;
however, as will be discussed, how one conceptualizes emotions
and operationalizes facial expressions will ultimately determine
what an authenticity judgment indicates and the inferences that
can be drawn from it.2

THE FUNCTION OF FACIAL
EXPRESSIONS: ENCODING-DECODING
VS. AFFECT-INDUCTION
Conceptually, there are two main perspectives regarding the
function of facial expressions. These view facial displays either
as (a) innate cues reflecting genuine affect or (b) communicative
signals of affect and intent.
According to the encoding-decoding perspective (Ekman,
2003), observers (called decoders) “decode” the meaning behind
emotional displays of others (called senders). Facial expressions
are considered to be innate, neurologically activated, fixed facial
muscle patterns that occur in response to emotion-eliciting
stimuli (Tomkins, 1962). Their appearance is an evolved response
to specific events that are difficult (if not impossible) to suppress
(Hurley and Frank, 2011), resulting in facial leakage (i.e.,
involuntary displays of felt emotions; Ekman, 1997). As such,
they are functionally not a source of emotional information but
became so as an exaptation (Darwin, 1872). Under this account,
voluntary modulations of expressions come in the form of display
rules, which are socio-cultural norms regulating the expression of
displays (Ekman and Friesen, 1971). For expression authenticity,
this perspective places emphasis on presumed reliable muscles,
1

High accuracy rates may also result from prototypical and posed expressions
typically being used in research (see Krumhuber et al., 2019, 2020;
Dupré et al., 2020).
2
If one conceives affect as a knowable and measurable phenomenon, then
expression authenticity judgments reflect the ability to detect the emotion being
expressed (i.e., it is an objective task, with a correct answer as defined by
the researcher). Such a paradigm measures accuracy, i.e., the proximity of the
judgment to the target emotion, and precision, i.e., the variability between and
within judges and expressions. Alternatively, if one believes that underlying affect
is unverifiable, then expression authenticity judgments reflect the perception of
different types of emotional displays (i.e., it is a subjective task, considering
judgment formation, and variability). Such a paradigm measures only precision.
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SPONTANEOUS VS. POSED: A
SUFFICIENTLY NUANCED DICHOTOMY?
Irrespective of the perspective adopted, researchers typically
employ an experimental design that separates facial expressions
3

Readers familiar with emotion theories may view encoding-decoding as reflecting
the Basic Emotion Theory (BET) and affect-induction as reflecting the Behavioral
Ecology View (BECV). The present terminology restricts our reliance on these
accounts to certain elements concerned with the conceptualization of facial cues.
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into spontaneous and posed. These are generated in various
ways, ranging from emotion-induced exemplars to directed facial
muscle activations (Coan and Allen, 2007; Quigley et al., 2013;
Siedlecka and Denson, 2019). The conceptualization, however,
has been criticized for not reflecting the nuances in expression
elicitation (Shackman and Wager, 2019).
Proponents of the encoding-decoding perspective
treat spontaneous and posed displays as categorical, with
“spontaneous” reflecting felt emotional displays and “posed”
reflecting unfelt deliberate displays. The origin of this dichotomy
stems from neuroanatomical research alleging separate neural
pathways for the production of involuntary and voluntary facial
expressions (Rinn, 1984). The two systems are argued to produce
visible differences in facial muscle activation, intensity, facial
symmetry, and dynamics (Ekman, 2003). Yet, these have been
challenged in recent work. For example, research finds no strong
support for reliable muscles in either laboratory (Krumhuber
and Manstead, 2009) or naturalistic studies (Fernández-Dols and
Crivelli, 2013). Also, intensity relates more to the production
method than to veracity (Zloteanu et al., 2020, 2018; Miller et al.,
2020), and differences in the dynamic components are found
to be subtle and varied between emotions (Cohn and Schmidt,
2004; Namba et al., 2016).
Proponents of the affect-induction perspective treat
spontaneous and posed as one dimension of emotional
displays. The use of actors, for instance, has been proposed to be
a valid approach for studying expression authenticity (Gur et al.,
2002). Proponents of actor portrayals argue that unmodulated
and authentic expressions absent of socio-cultural influence are
rare and difficult (if not impossible) to elicit under laboratory
conditions (Scherer and Bänziger, 2010). The use of actors
permits the creation of well-controlled, reliable, and recognizable
displays to investigate the “shared code of emotional signalling”
(Scherer and Bänziger, 2010, p. 166); although, the specific
acting technique may play a similarly important role (Orlowska
et al., 2018; Krumhuber et al., 2020). Nonetheless, such research
has often been criticized due to the intentional communicative
nature of portrayals, arguing that the reliance on actors for
both spontaneous and posed displays invalidates the concept of
authenticity (Cowie et al., 2005; Sauter and Fischer, 2018). We
conjecture that the use of actors raises an interesting theoretical
point. If actors can reproduce elements of genuine, spontaneous,
felt displays (e.g., Carroll and Russell, 1997), it calls into question
whether authenticity discrimination as a perceptual ability is
possible per se.
Ultimately, terms such as “genuine” and “spontaneous” should
be treated with caution as—theoretically and methodologically—
they are debatable concepts. While some researchers treat them
as synonyms, others consider them as different dimensions
(i.e., genuine-deceptive and spontaneous-posed). For encodingdecoding scholars, genuine and spontaneous reflect similar
concepts, namely, the absence of modulation and intentionality
in the emotional display (Ekman, 2003). Yet, for affectinduction scholars the genuine-deceptive dimension reflects
the intent of the sender (Crivelli and Fridlund, 2018), while
spontaneous/posed are labels given to displays with specific
facial characteristics. It is important to note that emotional
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congruence and sender control are complex issues. For instance,
an expression may match the person’s emotional state but
be deliberately produced, such as exaggerated displays (e.g.,
laughing more strongly in the presence of others; Fridlund, 1991).
Based on emotional congruence this would be considered as
genuine (and potentially even spontaneous); yet, based on control
it can be labeled as deceptive (and posed). Careful considerations
should also be given to the type of expression as there are many
ways of eliciting either spontaneous or posed displays (Zloteanu
et al., 2018, 2020; Krumhuber et al., 2019).

HOW DO WE MEASURE “ACCURACY”:
APPEARANCE-BASED OR
ELICITATION-BASED?
Emotional experiences are often difficult to measure, with some
scholars even arguing that they are empirically unverifiable
(i.e., we can never truly know what someone is experiencing).
Most investigations rely on proxies such as self-report or bodily
measures (for recent commentaries see Barrett et al., 2019;
Crivelli and Fridlund, 2019). This begs the question: what do we
mean by “accurate emotion recognition?”
A review of the literature reveals multiple processes with
similar yet not equivalent terms and definitions, such as
emotion identification, categorization, discrimination, inference,
and recognition. These are used interchangeably or separately,
and sometimes the same term has different definitions (see
Gonçalves et al., 2018), making it difficult to know if two
scholars pertain to the same phenomenon. For instance, in
our research (Zloteanu et al., 2020, 2018) we define emotion
classification accuracy as the ability to infer specific emotions
from facial displays, and emotion authenticity discrimination
as the ability to differentiate between spontaneous (genuine)
and posed (deliberate) displays. By contrast, Buck et al. (2017)
use the exact opposite definitions which they label emotion
categorization ability and emotion communication accuracy. Such
interchangeable use in terminology may lead to confusion or
misleading conclusions and interfere with attempts to synthesize
research (see Fiske, 2020). This is a symptom of a larger issue
within psychology relating to the use of operational definitions
to explain phenomena (see Lilienfeld et al., 2015).
Much of the expression authenticity research has employed
an appearance-based approach, thereby focusing on stimulus
features, such as the Duchenne marker for the distinction
between genuine and deliberate smiles. Appearance-based
approaches make strong assumptions for the presence/absence
of specific facial markers and dynamic features (Ekman, 2003)
and impose constraints as to which exemplars are representative
of authenticity (thereby excluding facial responses if they fail
to meet relevant criteria). Under this approach, judges engage
in a categorization task that prompts them to classify facial
exemplars based on pre-selected criteria (e.g., Ekman et al., 1983).
While such procedure allows for clear and reliable assessments,
it may not be sufficient for measuring expression authenticity,
as investigations can be conducted with stimuli produced to
“look” authentic even though the sender did not experience
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one would need to assume the existence of “good” exemplars;
instead, the respective senders may have just been excellent actors
who produced convincing portrayals. In a similar vein, some
observers may systematically underrate genuine expressions,
minimizing potential differences between conditions. Using
mixed-effects models such variability can easily be accounted
for without the need to remove data or make assumptions
regarding its validity, thereby allowing for more robust analyses
(Brysbaert and Stevens, 2018).
Separate from the sender-judge variability within and between
studies, considerations should be given to biases in authenticity
judgments. For sender-specific biases, the demeanor bias –
the finding that some senders produce general impressions of
(dis)honesty irrespective of their veracity (Zuckerman et al.,
1981; Levine et al., 2011) – plays an important role. A person’s
demeanor may result in their display being judged as nongenuine, irrespective of appearance, or intent. Merely examining
facial features (i.e., Duchenne marker) will not reveal such
perceptual biases toward particular senders. For judge-specific
biases, response tendencies such as the truth-bias may impact
expression judgments. Overestimating others’ truthfulness results
in inflated accuracy scores which do not reflect true detection
ability but a response preference (see Zuckerman et al., 1981).
People may be biased toward disproportionally assuming that
facial expressions are genuine (i.e., authenticity bias; Gosselin
et al., 1995; Zloteanu, 2020). Hence, it is crucial to separate
response biases from signal detection when measuring accuracy
(Stanislaw and Todorov, 1999).
Future research should also embrace the wide range in which
facial expressions occur. Studies concerned with authenticity
typically employ one set of spontaneous and posed stimuli, preselected from many exemplars and based on specific criteria
(see Krumhuber et al., 2017). Rarely do investigations target
multiple types of displays (e.g., Soppe, 1988). Given that
“spontaneous” and “posed” serve as umbrella terms (see Sauter
and Fischer, 2018; Siedlecka and Denson, 2019), judgments
under one operationalization may not generalize to another,
and aggregating findings will result in incorrect and misleading
inferences. In Zloteanu et al. (2018, 2020), we illustrated how
producing deliberate expressions using different methods results
in judgment differences for each expression type. Under a
classical one genuine vs. one deliberate design, these results
would not be easily interpretable as each comparison produces
different insights into expression authenticity judgments.
Finally, it would be desirable to aim for greater transparency
and consistency in the use of operational definitions, urging
researchers to be explicit, comprehensive, and transparent in
their methodology. While some scholars may be aware of
the nuances and shortcomings of specific terminology (Barrett
et al., 2019), over-labeling measures and phenomena increase
the risk of confusion within and across a domain (Lilienfeld
et al., 2015). Labels should serve as mere conveniences for
scientific communication, but do not represent unchallengeable
and unfalsifiable constructs. Given that emotion scholars still
debate the exact definition of emotions (Ortony and Turner,
1990; Izard, 2007; Kagan, 2007), their taxonomy (Fiske, 2020),
and whether they are discrete (Siegel et al., 2018) and universal

genuine affect (as often the case with actor portrayals; Scherer
and Bänziger, 2010). As such, it only assesses the perceptual or
categorization ability of the observer.
The elicitation-based pathway is an alternative approach
that places the focus on the methods used to produce facial
expressions. Here, expression authenticity is operationalized
on the basis of sender veracity (or intent), where genuine
expressions reflect responses to an emotion-evoking event and
non-genuine expressions are voluntarily produced displays in
the absence of such an event. It makes no assumptions as
to what constitutes a veridical emotional display and merely
refers to the congruence between the eliciting event and the
external behavior. Natural variations in displays between senders
are considered relevant for the judgment process by decoders.
Exemplars are selected based on the elicitation technique,
allowing researchers to explore how differently produced displays
affect people’s judgments. Under this approach, labels such as
“genuine” and “deliberate” apply only to the inferences made
by judges. While elicitation-based approaches introduce more
variability in judgments, they capture the diversity of facial
displays and mirror the emotional inferences made in real life.
This is in stark contrast to the appearance-based approach in
which facial exemplars must adhere to a strict morphological
or dynamic criterion regardless of the production method
being used.
Both approaches have merits yet answer different questions.
The appearance-based approach permits investigations of
universal representations of expressions (i.e., prototypical
displays), in decoders’ ability to detect specific facial
configurations, and how alterations of such patterns impact
perception and judgment. The elicitation-based approach
permits investigations of the variability in human responses to
emotional events, how such behaviors are affected by context
or experimental manipulation, and how people infer meaning
from such displays. Noteworthy, measures of accuracy have
a different meaning under the two approaches. According to
the latter, judgment accuracy is more akin to congruency (as in
Dawel et al., 2017), where a judgment is correct if the expression
is judged as “genuine” and the sender was experiencing an
emotion. By contrast, appearance-based accuracy reflects the
correct identification and grouping of expressions with similar
facial patterns irrespective of the sender’s affective experience.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE
RESEARCH
For future investigations of expression authenticity, we
recommend the use of advanced statistical analyses, such
as Bayesian mixed-effects models, to account for individual
differences in senders and judges as sources for variability (see
Sorensen et al., 2016). For example, a study comparing genuine
and deliberate expressions may find no overall difference in
genuineness ratings, yet inspection of the stimuli reveals that
some expressions in the deliberate condition were rated overly
genuine, thereby influencing the aggregate score. Omitting
those expressions as “bad” exemplars may be unjustifiable as
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(Barrett, 2006), it may be premature to taut certainty in a field
debating the fundamentals.
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